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Metso Corporation has been a world leading 
industrial company since its inception. It offers 
equipment and service for the sustainable processing 
and flow of natural resources in the mining, aggerate, 
recycling and process industries.  Metso has excelled 
in each of its business sectors due to its unique 
knowledge and innovative solutions. With the support 
of a broad scope of services and a global network, the 
company aids costumers to improve their operational 
efficiency, reduce risk and increase profitability. 
This year marks the 150th anniversary of Metso’s 
successful business ventures. 

Pump Engineer had the pleasure of speaking with 
Gary Moore, the Director of Sales Support and Product 
Management for the pump business area at Metso, 
concerning the company’s unwavering dedication to 
supplying high quality products, advanced solutions 
and long-term service in the pump industry.

Improving Operational Efficiency, Red    ucing Risk and Increasing Profitability

By Angelica Pajkovic 

There is little doubt that Metso’s dynamic history is a 

testament to its ever-growing success.  The company 

was founded in 1868 with the establishment of Sunds 

Bruk ironworks in Sweden, and has evolved to include 

a global network with a presence in more than 50 

countries and roughly 12,000 employees. 

Metso provides a wide range of services and products 

in each of its sectors. Its mining sector, in particular, 

is responsible for the manufacturing, maintenance 

and operation service for a wide variety of pumps and 

mining equipment. When Metso acquired Svedala 

industries AB in 2001 it laid the foundation for a full 

industry-leading rock and mineral processing solution 

portfolio. This portfolio included an amalgamation 

of different divisions which provided Metso with the 

opportunity to offer a large amount of equipment to the 

mining industry, including a solid range of pumps.

“Metso has a lot of knowledge and equipment to offer to 

the mining industry,” explained Moore. “It can supply 

equipment for roughly 70% of the mine, and that is 

substantial. Referencing pumps specifically, Metso can 

take care of up to 85% of the pumping requirements that 

a mine may need, excluding the high-pressure water 

and process chemical pumps.”   

Preferred Products 

Similar to the company itself, Metso’s pump products 

range derives from a long line of dynamic products. 

Beginning with its first series in the 1960’s, the 

company has been diligent in pursuing innovative 

technologies and modifying its pumps to not only meet, 

but exceed, industry standards. Metso’s extensive 

experience and attention to detail has provided it with 
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valuable insight and a knowledge of what it takes to 

manufacture quality products. By continually bettering 

itself and seeking to improve its latest models, Metso 

ensures that its pump series are equipped with all the 

necessary requirements to meet even the most arduous 

duties of its costumers’ needs. 

The Mill discharge range, MDM (metal) and MDR 

(rubber) slurry pumps encompass all of this experience 

as well as an understanding of today’s market needs 

and demands for improved sustained performance. 

“Metso launched the mill discharge range of pumps 

approximately three years ago. After speaking with 

industrial professionals and gathering feedback 

concerning what the market required, we determined 

how to best satisfy our costumers expectations,” said 

Moore. “The acquired intel, coupled with over 60 years 

of experience has provided customers with peace of 

mind and resulted in increased installations.” 

Designed specifically for the mining sector, Metso’s 

Mill discharge pump offers numerous improved 

industry specific benefits including: high sustained 

efficiency, operational reliability and durability, long 

operating performance and service life, fast and safe 

maintenance.

“Metso’s values guide what we do,” stated Moore. “They 

guide us on how we do business, and how we work 

together with internal and external stakeholders. Our 

aim is to succeed through the success of our customers, 

and in that goal, we are unwavering.” 

To accomplish that goal Metso also offers a full 

complement of additional pump models. These range 

from heavy duty metal pumps (HM) and heavy duty 

rubber pumps (HR) with a 50mm to 800mm inlet size, 

to vertical spindle pumps that are ideal for mines 

or spillages. Metso also has a range of tank froth 

pumps, which are the market leading product for 

flotation applications in the mining industry; they 

are designed with their own integral tank. “We try 

to keep our product as standard as possible with 

many material options,” stated Moore, “as it is the 

We like to think we keep 
our promises. We take 

responsibility for what we  
say we will do and work hard  

to achieve those targets.
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easiest way to satisfy the market in terms of stocks 

and inventory availability.” The option to have 

a select pump equipped with a slide base with a 

back pull out element is an additional feature Metso 

provides. This option allows customers to experience 

a safer, faster and easier pump maintenance.

In order to ensure that Metso’s products offer maximum 

efficiency and optimized time between changing 

wear parts, it has developed a comprehensive 

software program known as PumpDim. PumpDim was 

developed to help select the right sized pump for its 

intended application. 

Comprehensive Services 

The after-market service for Metso’s pump business area 

is crucial to its smooth operation. Metso must ensure that 

it works closely with its customers to understand their 

needs and to respond quickly. “The severely negative 

repercussions of downtime at a mine highlights how 

important it is to make quality products,” explained 

Moore. “That is why we put so much focus on the after-

market service, we want to make sure that the correct 

amount of spare parts and services are available to 

prevent downtime.”  

Prior to the launch or distribution of any of its products, 

Metso performs quality control checks and tests. This 

process is a critical step to ensuring the success of the 

overall product, as it stops faulty parts from being used. 

“We have a stringent quality assurance program that we 

run on all of our products,” said Moore.

In addition to their meticulous product care, Metso has 

proudly established a “life cycle services division” that 

helps elevate the company from a comprehensive vendor, 

to a partner in a customer’s success. Once a product has 

been sold, Metso offers consultative services, start up 

support, wrench-turning service and innovative product 

solutions, optimized specifically for each customer’s 

application. The company also provides responsive 

technical expertise and an easily accessible inventory. 

Together, all these services work to proactively help 

customers contain their maintenance costs.  

Moore highlighted that as a company, Metso works hard 

to ensure that both the equipment and project based 

orders are met with enthusiasm. “It is during the process 

of acquisition, ordering and delivery that we are able to 

build a relationship with our clients and show them our 

devotion to meeting their needs.”
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Sustainability 

Metso believes in value stemming from sustainable 

business operations, making sustainability an integral 

part of Metso’s strategy. It believes that a company 

aiming to solve global social and environmental 

challenges will succeed in the long term and that 

finding ways to address sustainability challenges can 

give rise to new business opportunities. Promoting 

sustainable development gives way to innovative 

technologies and can ultimately change the current 

ways of operating. Metso’s technological solutions 

enable its customers to improve their sustainability 

performance by increasing the energy and materials 

efficiency of their industrial processes and reducing 

emissions and water consumption.  

Global Customer Care 

A global presence, with organizations in more than 50 

countries, gives Metso the tools to satisfy its customers’ 

needs worldwide. Despite its vast nature, Metso prides 

itself on its ability to develop a close relationship with 

the individuals it interacts with and ensure that it keeps 

its promises. “We like to think we keep our promises,” 

said Moore, “we take responsibility for what we say we 

will do and work hard to achieve those targets.”  

What really elevates Metso, is its mentality towards 

all its potential clients. “I believe it adds volumes to 

our value statement that we are able to maintain a 

relationship with our clients,” stated Moore.  

The commitment to its customers highlights how Metso 

is on the right path to ensuring sustainability for both its 

clients and itself. By continuing to share knowledge and 

learn from its global network of colleagues, Metso will 

succeed through the success of its customers.

“Metso’s values guide what 
we do. They guide us on how 
we do business, and how we 

work together with internal and 
external stakeholders. Our aim is 
to succeed through the success 
of our customers, and in that 

goal, we are unwavering.”
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